ACCESS ALL LEVELS OF YOUR HOME

www.bruno.com
ENJOY BRUNO’S SIGNATURE STAIRLIFT

Experience the smooth, quiet ride of Bruno’s Elite Curve. Quality and comfort are second to none with a Bruno stairlift. Consider adding power options to further customize your Elite curved lift to best meet your needs.

Made-in-the-USA
400 lb Lift Capacity (181 kg)

 Verified order

“The Bruno stairlift has eliminated an enormous amount of anxiety and stress. We feel grateful for it every day.”

A. Wambold

CUSTOM BUILT FOR YOUR UNIQUE HOME

High-quality American craftsmanship is the hallmark of Bruno’s Elite custom curved rail stairlift. Built to the exact specifications of your stairs, the Elite melds into every curve.

www.bruno.com
MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER

• **Luxury Styling** – Plush, generous-size seat with multiple height adjustments, adjustable arm widths and footrest height for maximum comfort.

• **Custom Rail** – Handmade rail for beautiful curves, precision fit and smooth ride. Covered gear rack gives clean appearance and reduces exposure to dirt, grease.

• **Space Saving** – Unique vertical rail leaves maximum open space on steps. Fold arms, seat and footrest to save even more space.

• **Easy Operation** – High-performance ride. Armrest control activates stairlift. Two wireless remote controls also included.

• **Safe** – Seat swivels up to 90 degrees at top landing, extends and locks in place for safe exit away from steps. Retractable seat belt and obstruction sensors ensure safety.

• **Dependable** – Battery-powered ensures performance even in a power outage.
Offset swivel seat makes it easy to get on/off.

Crafted for a precision fit around curves.

ELITE CURVE OPTIONS

- Multiple colors and fabrics
- Wider seat
- Wider footrest

Top or bottom park position extends rail away from the staircase.

Power folding footrest flips up/down when seat is raised/lowered.

Power swivel seat. Control on chair armrest or wireless call/send.

Mid-park and charge station for staircases with middle landings.

“Exactly what I needed to make the house accessible for me. Excellent install and instructions/demonstration. Very neat and polite and professional.”

Gerald D.
“Bruno has been a real life saver. I have a custom curved stairlift to go upstairs, and an Elan straight stairlift to the lower level. Bruno works, and it’s low maintenance. I love Bruno!”

Benna K.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Standard Seat Size: 17.5 in wide x 15 in deep
(445 mm wide x 381 mm deep)

Larger Seat Option: 21.5 in wide x 16 in deep
(546 mm wide x 406 mm deep)

Standard Footrest Size: 10 in long x 9 in wide
(254 mm long x 229 mm wide)

Larger Footrest Option: 12 in long x 11 in wide
(305 mm long x 279 mm wide)

About Bruno

Family-owned Bruno Independent Living Aids has improved the lives of people with limited mobility for over 35 years. Engineered and manufactured in the USA, Bruno makes stairlifts and vertical platform lifts to help people better access homes, public buildings and businesses and scooter/powerchair lifts to assist people in easily transporting their mobility devices.

Proudly made in the USA.